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11. Visions of Hope (Zechariah) (2Q 2013—Minor Prophets) 

 

Biblical material: Zechariah 1, 2, Rom. 15:9–18, Eph. 3:1–8, Zechariah 3, 4, Exod. 

25:31–40, Zechariah 7. 

 

Quotes 

• No matter how dark the moment, love and hope are always possible. George 

Chakiris  

• If you’re reading this... Congratulations, you’re alive. If that’s not something to 

smile about, then I don’t know what is. Chad Sugg 

• We must accept finite disappointment, but never lose infinite hope. Martin Luther 

King Jr. 

• Yesterday is but a dream, tomorrow is only a vision. But today well lived makes 

every yesterday a dream of happiness, and every tomorrow a vision of hope. 

Kalidasa 

• Oft hope is born when all is forlorn. J.R.R. Tolkien  

• In a world filled with hate, we must still dare to hope. Michael Jackson 

• Totally without hope one cannot live. To live without hope is to cease to live. Hell 

is hopelessness. It is no accident that above the entrance to Dante’s hell is the 

inscription: ‘Leave behind all hope, you who enter here.’  Jürgen Moltmann 

 

Questions 

 Why were Zechariah’s messages necessary? How do we deal with depressing 

situations? How can we share true hope rather than trite attempts at encouragement? How 

do we anchor hope in the present and make it relevant? How do our concepts of God 

elate to what we hope for? What is the hope of the Great Controversy? 

 

Bible summary 

 Like Haggai, Zechariah (and Malachi) are working after the Exile. Zechariah’s 

call is once again to return to God (Zech 1:3 etc). For the people, returning to their 

homeland that had lost much of its former glory, there must have been much sadness and 

despair. Zech. 2 shows the angel measuring Jerusalem to make sure it can contain all the 

people necessary! Through the book there are calls to come to God, and clear visions of 

hope to encourage the despondent people. Paul in Rom. 15:9-18 references similar 

promises from the Old Testament, which he then extends to the Gentiles (see Eph. 3:1-8). 

The imagery of Zechariah’s visions is related to the Tabernacle (see Exod. 25:31-40). 

 

Comment   

Hope is so often misused and misunderstood. As a word, it is so over-used and 

under-valued that we give it too many worthless meanings.  

“I hope so” all too often means “I don’t really expect it.” It’s a faint, vague wish 

that what we “hope” will happen, but do not really anticipate. It just would be nice, but 

who could really believe in such a hope.   

The truth is that God’s hope is not some insubstantial carrot to lure us on into an 

insecure future. As Peter Anderson comments, “Hope is faith in the future tense.” It is the 

solid answer to our hopelessness, that hopelessness that hangs over us like a gray mist 
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and chills the living fire of confident anticipation of a wonderful future. Hope is what 

gives meaning to the present, and makes the troubles and trial worthwhile as we look for 

the fulfillment of promise. 

Too many people hope in things that cannot provide assurance. Hope in money, 

or in possessions of any kind, hope in a cure and hope in fallible human beings—none of 

these are worth trusting with your treasure of hope. “Hope without an object cannot live” 

wrote Samuel Taylor Coleridge, and the object of our hope must be in the nature and 

character of God Himself. 

For hope is essential—without hope we cannot survive. Hope is close to the 

fundamental essence of living: to motivation, to meaning, to purpose. It is a vital part of 

our creativity that says there is more beyond… Ultimately, “The future belongs to those 

who belong to God. This is hope,” says W.T. Purkiser. 

Hope is the antidote to the fearfulness that invades our world and assaults each of 

us. For the consumer society gives us what we think we want, only to find it helps us not 

at all. We become frustrated, dissatisfied, and all our grasping after the elusive “answers” 

only leads us to despair. But God’s hope is the answer in contrast to our supposed 

“answers,” and it is the element of hope that gives a direction to our lives, full of meaning 

and purpose. As Adoniram Judson says, “My future is as bright as the promises of God.” 

In his book, I Believe in the Second Coming of Jesus, Stephen Travis writes, “The 

Christian hope is not a matter for tickling our minds but for changing our loves and for 

influencing society.” He adds, “‘Hope is the enemy,’ wrote Henry Miller in Tropic of 

Cancer... It is escapist, defeatist, trivial. Hope is the enemy. And there are many who think 

that Christian hope is that kind of hope. To believe in life after death, they say, saves you the 

trouble of making the best of this world. And anyone who expects the second coming of 

Christ is a certified drop-out from social responsibility... [However] Biblical hope is no 

enemy, but a friend without which man is indeed lonely.” 

Travis concludes, “You can never go back to God. He is always in front, leading his 

people forward.” 

 

Ellen White Comments 

 If we by faith gain a knowledge of God, and hold steadfastly to Jesus, we shall be 

changed. In Jesus is manifested the character of the Father, and the sight of him attracts. 

It softens and subdues, and ceases not to transform the character, until Christ is formed 

within, the hope of glory. The human heart that has learned to behold the character of 

God may become, under the influence of the Holy Spirit, like a sacred harp, sending forth 

divine melody.  {ST, August 24, 1891} 

 Encircling the throne of God is the rainbow of the covenant, a symbol of the 

pledged word of God that he will receive every sinner who gives up all hope of eternal 

life on the ground of his own righteousness, and accepts the righteousness of the world’s 

Redeemer, believing that Christ is his personal Saviour, able to save him from his sin, 

and to keep him from falling. Unless Christ is the ground of our hope, we shall not inherit 

eternal life.  {ST, September 5, 1892} 

 Living power must attend the message of Christ’s second appearing. We must not 

rest until we see many souls converted to the blessed hope of the Lord’s return… We 

must act like men and women who believe it. Waiting, watching, working, praying, 

warning the world—this is our work. . . .  {Ev 219}  
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